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Abstract 
 

This paper describes innovative methods used to overcome the challenges for applying several lean principles in flat 
steel production.  Enhancement of production leveling was achieved through a mix of make-to-order and make-to-
stock. A smart allocation method was applied based on small lot production/shipment. In addition, innovative 
cooling method was developed and implemented in order to decrease the cycle time and help discover defects early.  
The results show that the percentage of contracts shipped within 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 days of contract issuance date 
increased by 97%, 76%, 55%, 44%, and 41% respectively. The average time from start of production to shipping 
was reduced by 17%. Better utilization of yards, early discovery of defects, smooth operation during lack of 
customer orders were results of those practices.  This case study shows that innovation is essential in implementing 
lean principles in specific industries and work environment where it seems usually not possible to apply them.  
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1. Introduction 
The positive results of lean manufacturing has been reported in many studies (e.g. Fullerton and McWatters, 2001; 
Fullerton, McWatters, and Fawson, 2003; Huson and Nanda, 1995) such as: less cycle time (sometimes called 
throughput time), less work-in-process, less rework and defects, less plant troubles, shorter time to respond to 
market changes, increase in on-time-delivery, increase in employees morale, and improvement of financial measures 
on the long term. These results encouraged companies from different sectors and in different parts of the world to 
implement lean manufacturing (e.g. Huson and Nanda, 1995, Sakakibara, Flynn, and Schroeder, 1997). 
 
Lean manufacturing consists of many elements (principles) such as set up time reduction, pull system, production 
leveling (Heijunka), small lot size, quality control circles, group technology, total quality control, and total 
productive maintenance. Those elements support each other (e.g. Schonberger, 1982, Liker, 2004, Fahmi and 
Hollingworth, 2012). Lean manufacturing elements are implemented through a culture of waste elimination, root 
cause analysis, mistake proofing, visualization (visual plant), respect for employees, simplification, focus on shop 
floor (Gemba), and standardized work.  
 
There is a limited number of studies on implementing lean manufacturing in steel plants. Most of them are 
proposing how to implement lean manufacturing in steel industry rather than showing the results of real 
implementation. . Abdallah (2003) explained that steel industry can reduce lead time and work-in-process by 
applying lean manufacturing.  Abdelmalek and Rajgopal, (2006) suggested that 5S, visual systems, and value stream 
mapping are applicable in steel industry, while set up time reduction, production leveling, total productive 
maintenance, and just-in-time are partially applicable. Dhandapani, et al. (2007) showed how a steel plant at India 
can reduce production cost and lead time by implementing lean principles.  
 
Fahmi and Abdelwahab (2012) described a case study of applying several lean manufacturing elements in the 
production planning of a steel plant (EZDK). Those elements included: production leveling, pull production, 
creating flow, and Gemba. They presented results which included reduction of work-in-process (WIP) and Lead time 
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besides less variability in downstream plants loading. 
This paper deals with more innovative steps towards applying lean manufacturing at the same steel plant in Egypt 
(EZDK). In the next section, EZDK flat steel plants and the production planning challenges are described. Section 3 
describes the implemented lean steps: Common Market Demand, smart allocation, and forced water cooling. Results 
are presented in section 4. Finally, a brief introduction to future work is presented. 
 
2. Production Planning of Flat Plants 
The main process of EZDK flat production is a continuous process consisting of one Electric Arc Furnace, one 
Caster, and one Hot Strip Mill. The raw materials are melted in the Electric Arc Furnace, and then the molten steel is 
cast in the Caster into slabs with the required width and a thickness of 52 mm. Those slabs are rolled in the Hot Strip 
Mill to reduce their thickness and produce Hot Rolled Coils (HRC) with the required width, thickness, steel grade 
and weight. This plant produces coils with width from 900 mm to 1600 mm, thickness from 1.2 mm to 12.7 mm, 
dozens of steel grades, and coil weight from 8 t to 27 t. The plant produces about one million tons of HRC per year. 
 
The Electric Arc Furnace has a capacity of 160 t which means that it operates with batch production of 160 t of 
molten steel known as “heat”. Each heat consists of one steel grade only. The continuous process (sequence) lasts for 
more than 10 consecutive heats (more than 1,600 t) then the Caster has to stop to get prepared for the next sequence. 
Decreasing the sequence length increases the production cost because some expensive materials have to be changed 
each sequence. There are several constraints for the products included in the same sequence such as: coils should not 
have width difference more than 100mm, sequence should start with larger width to smaller one, and sequence 
should start with a high thickness 3 or 4 mm and then, if needed, it can be reduced from coil to the next through 
certain steps. Furthermore, not all grades can be produced in the same sequence.  
 
Table 1 shows a simplified example of the first three heats of a sequence. Each heat has a weight of 160 t of the 
same steel grade. Each heat is divided into several coils with specific weight based on the customer request. For 
example heat number 3 has a steel grade M and is divided into 8 coils with the same weight (20 t) for two contracts 
C15 and C4. In order to produce a steel grade, there should be a customer order (contract) of 160 t or its multiples. 
In some cases, the production of a customer order will be delayed until there is another customer requesting the 
same grade. For example, if there was one order for 120 t of steel grade M, then we would have either to postpone 
production or to produce it now and keep 40 t in our stock for unknown period and may eventually sell it at 
discount. 

Table 1: Simplified example of the first three heats of a sequence 

 
 
The flat steel is produced in the form of Hot Rolled Coils at a high temperature (around 600 oC) and then left for few 
days to cool down naturally. After cooling, more than 60% of the coils need to be processed in one or more of the 
downstream processes. There are several downstream plants: Skin Pass, Pickling, Slitting, Light Cut To Length, and 
Heavy Cut To Length. The coil takes one route or another through those different plants based on the customer 
demand. 

 
The planning team of the flat steel plants has to satisfy customer needs including: steel grade, thickness, width, type 
of processing, packing type, coil weight range, and short delivery time. In addition, they have to consider all plants 
technical constraints. Dealing with all these complications while trying to minimize stock is very challenging. 
 
Local and export sales contracts differ in their specifications and pattern of shipping. Regular local customers make 
requests on monthly basis and most of them request the same specifications each month. They transport their 
products from EZDK several times every month and pay the company prior to shipping. In some cases, the customer 
may keep his products at EZDK for several weeks which may lead to problems in the storage yards. On the other 
hand, foreign customers’ requests are shipped as one batch and they vary from one contract to another except for few 
products which are requested regularly. 
The flat production planning team at EZDK consists of five engineers. Recently, this team has applied several lean 
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principles and achieved positive results (Fahmi and Abdelwahab, 2012). In order to go further in the lean journey, 
the team took further steps by moving from make-to-order to a combination between make-to-order and make-to-
stock to level the production, and by applying small lot size in the allocation from company stock to customer order, 
besides decreasing the cycle time from 6 days to 1.5 day for specific family of products. The rest of this paper 
explains the implementation of those steps and the results of this case study. 
 
3. Description of the Lean Steps 
 
3.1 Common Market Demand (CMD) 
Production leveling by applying Mixed Model Production has been applied by Toyota and described in the literature 
(e.g. Ohno, 1986; Shingo, 1988; Liker, 2004). The basic idea is to level production by volume and mix so that there 
is no sudden demand on the upstream processes to produce large batch of any product. Such sudden demand will 
cause disturbance to the pull system, some processes stoppage, and delay in delivery. Mixed Model Production 
means that the plant produces a mix of products each day with quantities equal to the average daily demand of each 
product. For example, if the expected weekly demand of products A, B, C, and D is 70, 140, 35, and 14, then the 
plant should produce every day 10 of A, 20 of B, 5 of C, and 2 of D.  
 
Production leveling by mix is not an easy task for a flat steel plant with infinite number of products based on the mix 
of thickness, width, steel grade, weight, and special processing that the customer request. This big number of 
products forced the plant to work with make-to-order production. Thus the plant had to produce whatever products 
ordered at that time. Although production planning team tried to reduce batch size, apply pull system, and apply 
production leveling by producing a  variety of products each day  starting from mid-2011 (Fahmi and Abdelwahab, 
2012), yet, in some cases they did not have the opportunity to produce a variety of products due to limitation of 
ordered products. This led to a production of certain products at certain times which, in turn, led to overload of some 
downstream processes and/or high demand on specific raw material additives at those times. 
 
In November 2012, the production planning team decided to search for products which are requested frequently by 
more than one customer. The team called this idea Common Market Demand (CMD). The basis of the study was a 
period of one year. Products that were requested in 80% of the months by several customers were considered as 
CMD products. The team was surprised to find dozens of products that are requested every month. It was also found 
that some products can be grouped and produced as the same product. For example, if the products share the same 
dimensions and grade but differ in the downstream process then those products can be produced as the same product 
and processed later differently based on the customer request. In other cases, the products are similar except in the 
coil weight range requested by every customer. In this case, a coil weight range that satisfies most of the customer 
requests was specified for the CMD product. 
 
The team wanted to apply Kanban in producing those CMD products; however, it had to be electronic Kanban 
which needs a sophisticated programming. In addition, the minimum order quantity in a flat steel plant is, in reality, 
a dynamic value because it depends on other available products to be produced with the same steel grade and almost 
the same width. Finally the team decided to apply the idea with a more simple approach. A maximum stock of each 
product was defined as: 
 

Maximum Stock = (Average Daily Demand * Lead Time of Production in days) + Minimum Order Quantity 
 

Lead time was assumed as 8 days for all products. Minimum order quantity was different from one product to 
another and was generally controlled by the size of the heat (160 t) unless there are other CMD products with the 
same grade. In 2013, the minimum order quantity was reduced gradually for several products. When the stock of a 
product is less than the maximum stock, the planning engineer tries to compensate the shortage in the coming days.  
 
The result was identifying 55 products that are requested frequently. Later, the number increased to 75 products 
which constitute about 75% of the local demand and 50% of the total demand. The CMD products are produced 
frequently regardless of the existence of customer's order. The planner tries to replenish the stock of each product up 
to the maximum stock of it. The demand of each of those products was checked periodically and resulted in 
eliminating some products and changing the maximum stock quantity of others. Other products were added to the 
list based on recent demand from customers. The maximum stock of all CMD products is less than one week of 
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production and the average stock is about four days of production. 
 
3.2 Smart Allocation Method 
Applying production leveling is easier when the demand is leveled. It would have been very useful if the customers 
ship the product in small quantities every day or every week. Unfortunately, this is not easy to achieve at the 
moment due to several reasons related to economy, contract terms, customer manufacturing process, customer 
culture … etc. Customers used to request large quantities which they may need in one/two/three months and without 
a clear partial shipment plan. As a result, large quantities were produced and waited for customer to ship them.  
Increased stock means loss of opportunity to generate cash and sometimes a plant stops due to lack of space in its 
yard. Later, this method was modified by producing a certain percentage of the contract and resuming the production 
after the customer starts shipping. This led to delay in reacting to customer sudden shipment. The production 
planning team faced a challenge to minimize stock, improve cash flow, and deliver on shorter time under those 
conditions.  
 
In light of lean principles of small lot size and producing/delivering Just-In-Time, the production team developed a 
smart method to match customer stochastic demand, apply production leveling, and shorten delivery time. Instead of 
producing large quantities for specific customer, many products were produced for stock (Common Market 
Demand) and then allocated (assigned) to customer contracts with small quantities. For example, if the customer 
requests 1,000 t of specific product, the production team allocates 200 t only, and when they get shipped then 
another 200 t will be allocated. Smart allocation Method tries to match allocation with the shipping rate so that we 
are creating a pull system and allocating stock to as many customers as possible. Figure 1 describes the main 
concept of smart allocation where small quantities are allocated from CMD to several contracts, while in the 
traditional large batch allocation the old contracts gets large batches of final product while the most recent contracts 
have no product ready for shipping. In smart allocation, the shipping is the signal for more allocation, while in the 
traditional way the allocation is not related to the shipping rate. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Comparison between traditional large batch allocation and smart allocation 
 
The implementation was not easy because it is against the traditional culture of sales representatives and planning 
engineers themselves. Sales representatives did not like to have small quantity allocated on large contract and they 
wanted to have large quantity allocated. Planning engineers used to produce the entire contracts and get done with 
them. Gradually, sales representatives started trusting the smart allocation and planning engineers liked the smart 
allocation because they saw its results on decreasing stock and satisfying several customers' demand. 
 
3.3 Forced Water Cooling 
Flat steel is produced as coils at temperature of about 600oC. It takes 4 days in winter and 6 days in summer to get 
the coil cooled from 600oC to 40oC in order to be inspected/processed at the next step. This means that it takes 4 to 6 
days in order to discover any quality problem and/or to get the coils processed at the downstream plants. This led, 
sometimes, to delay in delivery because the cycle of discovering defect and reproduction is long.  
 
In order to minimize the lead time and discover any defects earlier, the team tested and implemented a new cooling 
method. Since the measurements of the cooling curve showed that it takes less than 24 hours to get the temperature 
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down to 200oC, the team started thinking about forced cooling from 200oC to 40oC which may save 3 days in winter 
and 5 days in summer (see Figure 2 below). An experiment was conducted, in October 2012, to test the forced water 
cooling of a coil after about 17 hours of production time. The results showed that the coil was cooled to 40oC in few 
hours. All mechanical and metallurgical tests did not show any negative effect of this cooling method.   
 

 
 

Figure 2: Cooling curve with/without Forced Water Cooling 
 
A small cooling basin, which can cool three coils at the same time, was fabricated and waste water was used as a 
cooling liquid. With a water flow of about 70 m3/hour, three coils are cooled down from 200oC to 40oC in less than 2 
hours instead of 4 to 5 days. This resulted in processing coils after 24 hours of production. This cooling method was 
put into operation in February 2013 and is used only with coils that will be pickled after cooling.  
 
4. Results 
The results of applying Common Market Demand, smart allocation, and forced water cooling are presented in this 
section. Since the idea of Common Market Demand (CMD) was applied starting from November 2012, the results of 
2013, which includes the last two months of 2012, is compared with previous years. So, the results of 2012 do not 
include November and December 2012, as they are included in the results of 2013. 
 
4.1 Reduced Delivery Time 
A comparison between the percentages of local contracts accumulated weight shipped within a number of days after 
the contract issuance shows how this percentage increased significantly after applying production leveling and 
smart allocation method. Figures 3 and 4 show the percentage of local contracts accumulated shipping after 3, 6, 9, 
12, and 15 days of contract issuance date. In average, this percentage increased by 62.4% in 2013. The percentage 
of increase was inversely related with the number of days. For example the percentage of increase for 3 days was 
97% while the percentage of increase for 15 days was 41%. This is expected because the lead time of production is 
6 days which means that any allocation prior to 6 days is not possible unless the coil was already produced as CMD 
product and then allocated to the contract when the contract was issued. 

 
 

Figure 3: Percentage of local contracts shipped within 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 days 
 

It is obvious that the percentage of shipping started improving in 2011 and 2012 due to the basic implementation of 
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Heijunka and pull production from mid-2011 which resulted in shorter lead time, and this was enhanced in 2013 by 
applying CMD and smart allocation. The greatest improvement in 2011 and 2012 was in the percentage of shipping 
after 9 days and 12 days of contract issuance because the average lead time was reduced at that time from 10 days to 
6 days (Fahmi and Abdelwahab, 2012). It is worth mentioning, that the total quantity shipped for local/export 
contracts did not have effect on this improvement because the correlations between the  average monthly shipping 
of local/export contracts from 2009 to 2013 with the percentage of shipping in 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 days are very 
small (less than 0.17). The changes of the shipping percentage every month are presented in Figure 4 below.  
 

 
Figure 4: Change of the percentage of local contracts accumulated shipping within 3, 6, 9, and 12 days 

 
4.2  Improved Cash Flow 
By using the smart allocation method together with CMD, the number of days between start of production and 
shipping was reduced by 16.9% as shown in Figure 5. The average time from start of production to shipping (Jan 
2010- October 2012) was 21.4 days and after applying smart allocation and CMD (November 2012- June 2013) it 
reached 17.8 days with a reduction in standard deviation by 16.2%. Decreasing the number of days from start of 
production to shipping improves cash flow because the local customers pay at the time of shipping. Moreover, it 
leads to better utilization of final product yards. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Average Number of Days from start of production to shipping 
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4.3 More Leveling of Production by Product Mix 
By having 75 products to be produced frequently, it was easier to level the production by producing a variety of 
products each day. In previous days, this leveling was limited by the available contracts which may or may not 
allow producing various products daily. The reduction in the interval between two consecutive production batches 
of the same product is used as a measure of production leveling. The ratio between the batch size (average 
production quantity) and the average monthly demand is used as a measure of small lot production. 
 
Figure 6 shows a sample of 8 products of the largest demand of the 75 products. The first graph (left) of each 
product shows the average interval between two consecutive production batches, the standard deviation of this 
interval, and the coefficient of variation (ratio between standard deviation and the average). The second graph 
(right) shows the ratio between the batch size (average production quantity) and the average monthly demand.  
 
The average number of days between two consecutive production batches and the ratio of the batch size (average 
production quantity) to the average monthly demand decreased in 2013 for all products, except for product 6, with 
an average reduction of 14% and 11% respectively. Table 2 shows that there was a dramatic decrease in the demand 
on product 6 in 2013 and this led to the increase of the batch size and decrease in number of batches per month. The 
standard deviation of the interval between two production batches and the coefficient of variation of all products 
decreased in 2013 by an average of 30% and 19% respectively except for product 1 where the coefficient of 
variation increased slightly. These results show that these products are produced in smaller batches and more 
frequently than before applying CMD. In addition, the reduction in the variation of the interval between two 
consecutive batches shows more production leveling than before. 
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Figure 6: Changes in production interval and quantity per batch for products 1-8 
Table2: Average monthly demand in tons of products 1-8   

 
 

4.4 Flexibility to Produce Almost any Family of Products at any Time 
Before applying CMD, it was impossible sometimes to produce a customer request because the plant operates on a 
large batch (about 1,600 t) of a width range of about 100 mm and there may not be enough customer orders to 
produce that batch or even half of it. Furthermore, there may not be enough orders to produce 160 t of specific steel 
grade. After applying CMD, this case has almost disappeared because there is, almost always an opportunity to 
produce CMD products of different widths and grades. For example, Table 3 shows an example of the first three 
heats of a sequence where CMD products are produced with different grades allowing the production of current 
orders (contracts) such as: C2 in heat 1, C19 and C5 with grade S, and C4 with grade N. 
 

Table 3: Simplified example of the first three heats of a sequence where CMD is used as part of the heat 

 
 
4.5 Plan Adjustment Based on Customer Requests and Plant Condition 
Sometimes, a customer has urgent need for a certain product. In other instances, the plant may need to add more 
heats to the sequence due to any technical reason. In other cases, sudden plant stoppage may cause the molten steel 
chemical composition to change so there will be a need to cast this molten steel for another steel grade. It was 
difficult to respond positively to those situations in the past leading to delay of delivery, higher production cost, and 
more stock (inventory). By applying CMD, there are always alternatives for these cases. Heats are added from 
CMD, urgent requests may be produced by adding CMD to customer request to form a heat or two, and, finally, 
CMD is used an alternative steel grade. Unfortunately there is no record of those cases, but they usually happen 
several times per month.   
 
In the past, whenever there was a lack of contracts, the plant would produce large quantities of few products. This 
would result in final product stock increase for long time. With the Common Market Demand method, the plant 
produces small quantities of dozens of products which increases the shipping probability. This condition was faced 
several times during summer 2013 when there was a lack of local contracts, but the plant was operating smoothly 
because CMD products were produced frequently. All this is accomplished while the CMD stock is in average about 
3 to 4 days of production. 
 

4.6 Reduction of Cooling Time for a Limited Number of Coils by 75% 
By using forced water cooling the cooling time was reduced from 4 to 6 days to one day only. Although, this 
method is used only for a limited number of coils, for inspection purposes and fulfilling an urgent customer need, it 
is securing the supply for a very critical sector. Instead of discovering a defect after 6 days, it is discovered after one 
day. On the other hand, in case of shortage, plant can produce today to deliver tomorrow evening.  Since the start of 
Forced water cooling in February 2013 till end of June 2013, 132 coils were cooled using this method. Some of 
those coils have helped discover defects early, and some of them were used to fulfill urgent need of customer. 
Although the number of coils is small, most of them were inspection samples for thousands of tons. 
 
5. Discussion and Future Work 
This case study shows how lean principles can affect delivery time. It has been shown that the Supermarket idea, as 
Ohno (1988) called it, can be applied at a flat steel plant with thousands of products. It took some time to get the 
discipline to replenish the stock of the supermarket. The forced water cooling and smart allocation method show 
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how innovation and lean spirit can work together. 
 
The implementation of leveled production can be improved in the future by marketing the CMD products and by 
encouraging customer to ship in small batches on short intervals. The forced water cooling can be more effective if it 
can be used for other products. The smart allocation and CMD are still in their elementary phase and need 
enhancement to shorten the time from production to shipping by higher percentage. The lean journey needs more 
efforts to apply lean practices at the plant such as Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED), Total Productive 
Maintenance (TPM), and a pull culture everywhere.  
 
6. Conclusion 
Further implementation of lean principles at a flat steel plant in Egypt shows that steel industry can gain competitive 
advantage in delivery time and fast response to market. Because of the nature of the technology used in such heavy 
industry, we cannot copy/paste the principles of lean production as they are implemented in other industries, yet we 
can always make use of the core of lean ideas like waste elimination, pull, flow, small lot, and production leveling in 
an innovative way.  
 
This paper shows the effect of production leveling through a mix between make-to-order and make-to-stock, and 
through smart allocation. It proves that the idea of “supermarket” (Ohno, 1988) is applicable in flat steel production. 
The forced water cooling is basically an application of waste elimination and cycle time reduction. More cases on 
implementation of lean principles in steel industry can help us understand how to create a lean steel organization. 
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